Abstract. Gaussian convolutions are perhaps the most often used image operators in low-level computer vision tasks. Surprisingly though, there are precious few articles that describe efficient and accurate implementations of these operators. In this paper we describe numerical approximations of Gaussian convolutions based on interpolation. We start with the continuous convolution integral and use an interpolation technique to approximate the continuous image f from its sampled version F . Based on the interpolation a numerical approximation of the continuous convolution integral that can be calculated as a discrete convolution sum is obtained. The discrete convolution kernel is not equal to the sampled version of the continuous convolution kernel. Instead the convolution of the continuous kernel and the interpolation kernel has to be sampled to serve as the discrete convolution kernel . Some preliminary experiments are shown based on zero order (nearest neighbor) interpolation, first order (linear) interpolation, third order (cubic) interpolations and sinc-interpolation. These experiments show that the proposed algorithm is more accurate for small scales, especially for Gaussian derivative convolutions when compared to the classical way of discretizing the Gaussian convolution.
Introduction
Gaussian convolutions are perhaps the most often used image operators in lowlevel computer vision tasks. Surprisingly though, there are precious few articles that describe efficient and accurate implementations of these operators.
Florack [2] recently published a paper comparing spatial sampling of the Gaussian convolution kernel with frequency sampling of the Gaussian convolution kernel. His findings are in accordance with the results of this paper. Florack heavily relied on the frequency domain analysis of the convolution operators, whereas in this paper the frequency domain analysis is not needed. Furthermore the analysis by Florack is restricted to the Gaussian convolution and does not include Gaussian derivative convolutions.
Efficient recursive approximation algorithms for Gaussian (derivative) convolutions are developed by Deriche [1] and Young and Van Vliet [7] . Although very fast they lack accuracy especially at small scales and for Gaussian derivatives.
Another related approach is introduced by Lindeberg [4] who did not consider the task of discretizing the Gaussian convolution but instead opts for discretization of the diffusion equation. Again for large scales the Lindeberg approach is (almost) equal to the classical Gaussian convolution.
In this paper we describe numerical approximations of convolutions based on interpolation. We start with the continuous convolution integral and use an interpolation technique to approximate the continuous image f from its sampled version F . Based on the interpolation a numerical approximation of the continuous convolution integral is obtained that can be calculated as a discrete convolution sum. The discrete convolution kernel is in general not equal to the sampled version of the continuous convolution kernel. It proves to be the sampled version of the convolution of the continuous convolution kernel and the continuous interpolation kernel.
Some preliminary experiments are shown for Gaussian (derivative) convolutions based on several types of interpolation. The proposed algorithm is more accurate for small scales, especially for Gaussian derivative convolutions, compared to the classical approach of sampling the convolution kernel.
Sampling and Interpolation
An image f is a mapping from the continuous spatial domain R d to the real numbers R (in this paper we only consider scalar images). The image f thus gives the value f (x) for each location x as if we would have placed the observation probe at location x.
In practice all that can be done is to sample the spatial domain in a finite number of locations. We assume the sampling grid is generated by the basis B = (b 1 , . . . , b d ) leading to the observations f (Bk) for all integer multi-indices k ∈ Z d .
Definition 1 (Sampling
be an image and let B represent the sampling grid basis, then we define the sampling operator
In this report only the standard orthonormal sampling grid is considered, i.e. B = I, the identity matrix. Nevertheless we prefer to write Bk, to stress the fact that writing Bk serves as a transition from k ∈ Z d (the discrete domain) to Bk ∈ R d (the continuous domain). The practical necessity to sample an image in only a small part of the entire space is not taken into account. Instead we consider infinite spatial domains; a simplification that does not greatly influence the results in this report.
Given a sampled version F = S B f of an image f stored in computer memory, the goal is to process the image. In principle we are not interested in processing its representation F ; we would like to process f and then sample the result again in order to store the result in computer memory as well. This approach thus concentrates on numerical approximations of the continuous operator instead of concentrating on sampling the images and applying a discrete operator. In section 3 we look at numerical approximations of continuous convolutions.
In order to numerically approximate the continuous convolution we need to be able to (approximately) reconstruct f given its sampled representation F . In this paper the restriction to linear and translation invariant interpolation schemes is made.
Definition 2 (Interpolation
where
Note that I φ,B can only be truly called an interpolation in case S B I φ,B = id. This implies that for the interpolation kernel we have φ(B(k − l)) = δ k,l where δ k,l = 1 iff k = l and δ k,l = 0 otherwise. This requirement on interpolation means that interpolation followed by sampling should result in the original set of sample values (observe that in this case the identity operator id is in Fun(Z d , R)). On the other hand, a sampling followed by an interpolation, i.e. I φ,B S B need not (and in general will not) result in the original function, i.e. I φ,B S B = id (now the identity is in Fun(R d , R)). Well-known interpolation schemes like nearest neighbor interpolation, bilinear interpolation, bicubic interpolation and sinc interpolation all fit within this framework. These are all examples of polynomial interpolators (the subscript k in φ k denotes the order of the interpolating polynomial).
The interpolation kernels depicted in Fig. 1 are defined as:
Note that φ 3 is only an example of a third order interpolation kernels.
The important property to note here is that all these interpolating schemes calculate the interpolated value as a linear combination of the sample values in the discrete representation of the image. For a comprehensive overview of linear interpolation techniques in (medical) image processing we refer to Meijering [5] .
Discrete Approximations of Continuous Convolutions
In this paper we will make a explicit distinction between a continuous convolution integral and its discrete implementation. Therefore we give the formal definition of both the convolution integral and the discrete convolution sum.
Definition 3 (Continuous Convolution Integral). The convolution of a continuous image
In this definition (and throughout this paper) we assume that the functions involved in a convolution are defined in such a way that the convolution is welldefined. Because only the discrete representation F of the image f is available we have to resort to an approximation of the convolution integral. The classical way to approximate the sampled version of f * w in Eq. (2) is to sample both the image f (resulting in F = S B f ) and the convolution kernel w (resulting in W = S B w) and then calculate a discrete convolution sum.
Definition 4 (Discrete Convolution Sum). The convolution of a discrete image
The discrete image F W is, in general, not the sampled version of the continuous convolution f * w, it is only a sampled approximation:
It is important to note that the above approximation for S B (f * w) is just one of the possible approximations that will be presented in this paper. In the computer vision literature it is almost always the only approximation that is presented (and often without argumentation). In section 4 it will be argued that sampling both the image and the kernel is exact in case both the image f and the kernel w are band-limited. Sampling the kernel is most often not needed as it is known in analytical form (like the Gaussian kernel that we are interested in).
A second classical approach to approximate S B (f * w) is to calculate the convolution integral in the-sampled-frequency domain (using a discrete Fourier transform). The main difference with the first approach is that sampling is not done in the spatial domain but in the frequency domain. For kernels that are poorly sampled in the spatial domain (because they are not band-limited) this may be advantageous (see Florack [2] and Oppenheimer et. al. [6] ).
In this paper we propose not to sample the kernel w directly. Instead an interpolation is used to approximate the continuous image function f from its sampled representation F . The continuous convolution integral then becomes a sum of integrals. The integrals can be calculated analytically, whereas the sum turns out to be a discrete convolution.
Proposition 1 (From Continuous to Discrete Convolution).
The continuous convolution f * w is approximated by the discrete convolution F W φ where F is the sampling of f . The discrete kernel W φ is the sampling of w * φ, where φ is the interpolation kernel used to approximate f from its sampled representation
Proof. Because only the samples F = Sf are known, we have to approximate f using an interpolation I φ,B F to obtain an approximation of the convolution integral:
Let τ y be the translation operator over the vector y of an image in Fun(R d , R), then we can write:
Substituting this into the above approximation of the convolution and using the fact that convolution is linear and translation invariant we get:
Sampling this function in Fun(R d , R) leads to
It can be easily shown that sampling commutes with translation (over a grid vector) such that S B τ Bk = T k S B , where T k is the translation operator in discrete space. This leads to:
i.e. the discrete convolution of F = S B f and W φ = S B (w * φ):
QED.
The analysis in this section thus showed that -A continuous convolution integral f * w is approximated with a discrete convolution sum F W φ . -The discrete kernel W φ is, in general, not equal to the sampled version of the continuous kernel: it should be chosen to be the sampled version of the continuous kernel w convoluted with the interpolating kernel φ, i.e. W φ = S B (w * φ). -The discrete approximation of a continuous convolution integral is tightly coupled with interpolation. The convolution integral can be approximated in any (subpixel) position x ∈ R d . -The analysis is not dependent on the choice of the kernel w (assuming the integral is well defined). Therefore the entire N -jet using Gaussian derivatives can be approximated at all scales at all (subpixel) positions.
Band-Limited Functions
The concept of band-limited functions rooted in the frequency domain analysis of signals and (linear) systems is so familiar to anyone working with sampled functions, that an analysis from this point of view on the convolution approximations discussed in the previous section is bound to be a fruitful exercise. It has been shown in this paper that a discrete approximation of the convolution f * w is obtained as a discrete convolution F S B (w * φ) where F = S B f is the sampled version of f and S B (w * φ) is the sampled version of w * φ.
In this section we assume that the sampling grid is generated by the standard orthonormal basis B = I, i.e. we sample f in the integer valued points:
For a properly sampled band-limited function f the interpolation using the sinc function φ ∞ is exact and thus the convolution integral can be calculated and sampled without error.
Proposition 2 (Convolution of Band-Limited Function). Let f be a bandlimited function and let w be any kernel, then:
The proof of this proposition follows from the observation that in our approximation of the convolution integral in the previous section, the only approximation is of the function f itself (through the interpolation). For a properly sampled band-limited function, sinc-interpolation is exact and thus the convolution is exact.
The above proposition is true for any kernel w, even for kernels w that are not band-limited. In fact through the convolution w * φ ∞ we assure that the function to be sampled is band-limited.
Proposition 3 (Convolution of a Band-Limited Function with a BandLimited Kernel). Let f be a band-limited function and let w be a band-limited kernel, then:
Again the proof is trivial because for a band-limited function w we have that w * φ ∞ = w. In this case convolution and sampling commute (be it that a continuous convolution is replaced by a discrete convolution).
In the practical use of scale-space techniques we often find that neither the image nor the convolution kernel (e.g. the Gaussian function at small scale) are band-limited. The results of the previous section then still provide a numerical sound way to approximate the convolution, even at small scales and in subpixel positions.
Separable Convolution Kernels
One of the practical advantages of using the Gaussian functions (and its derivatives) in computer vision is that the Gaussian function is separable. For a separable function w ∈ Fun(R d , R) we can find functions w i ∈ Fun(R, R) such that
The practical relevance is that the convolution of an image f with a separable kernel w is equivalent to the composition of d convolutions each using a 'one dimensional' convolution kernel.
Let w be a separable convolution kernel. The discrete convolution using kernel S B (w * φ) is separable as well in case the interpolation kernel φ is also separable.
In this paper the restriction to the discrete convolutions needed in Gaussian scale-space theory is made. All these convolutions using Gaussian kernels and derivatives of the Gaussian function are separable.
The interpolation methods that we will use are separable as well. Therefore in the remaining section of this paper we only look at one dimensional convolutions.
Gaussian Convolutions Based on Interpolation
No scale-space paper is complete without the definition of the Gaussian function. We only need the one dimensional Gaussian function:
In scale-space theory and practice, convolutions using Gaussian derivatives are just as important. The formalism developed in previous sections is valid for any kernel. Here we consider ∂ n g s : the n-th order derivative of the one dimensional Gaussian function.
The interpolation schemes φ 0 , φ 1 , φ 3 and φ ∞ that are considered in this section are defined in section 2, see also Fig. 1 . The discrete kernels S B (∂ n g s * φ k ) for n = 0, 1, 2 and k = 0, 1, 3, ∞ at scale s = 0.5, are depicted in Fig. 2 . The convolutions ∂ n g s * φ k are numerically approximated (with matlab).
For comparison we also give the sampled kernelS(∂ n g s ). We use theS notation to indicate that the kernel is normalized (such that S B (g s ) sums up to one). As a test function we define:
For this function the convolutions f * ∂ n g s van be calculated analytically (using Mathematica). This allows us to compare the discrete convolution S B f S B (∂ n g s * φ k ) with the true value S B (f * ∂ n g s ). The discrete convolutions using a Gaussian kernel at scale s = 0.5 are depicted in Fig. 3 .
For the function f the sinc interpolation based discrete convolution is most accurate (deviations from the true value are probably due to truncated support of the sinc kernel and due to the numerical approximations of the convolution integrals that are used.
From Fig. 3 it can also be concluded that for small scales, any interpolation is better then the classical sampling scheme. For larger scales this is not true anymore. Then ∂ n g s * φ i nf ty ≈ ∂ n g s and thus sinc interpolation is equivalent with the classical sampling scheme. The other (simpler) interpolation schemes then introduce an unwanted smoothing effect (although the influence on the numerical approximations is negligible).
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a simple scheme for approximating Gaussian convolutions that outperforms the classical spatial convolutions (based on sampling the continuous convolution kernel). Especially at small scales and for Gaussian derivatives the performance (in terms of accuracy) is much better.
The presented formalism is tightly connected with interpolation. Sub-pixel accurate estimates of the Gaussian derivatives at small scales are therefore easily obtained.
The presented preliminary experiments are based on several types of (linear) interpolation. Future work will consider other more advanced interpolation methods as well. Furthermore we plan to compare our spatial sampling implementation with the frequency sampling method of Florack [2] . This paper presents accurate approximation algorithms for small scale Gaussian convolutions. To that end we presented a simple scheme that shows in what way any continuous convolution can be approximated with a discrete convolution. The importance of the sampling operator and the interpolation operator for discretizing continuous image processing operators seems to be new for linear operators (i.e. convolutions). In the morphological context it is not new (see Heijmans [3] ), but in that context the operator that reconstructs a continuous image from its sampled representation is not called an interpolation.
